Tech Tip Tuesday
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HOW TO RESOLVE 90% OF
YOUR COMPUTER ISSUES IN
ONE SIMPLE STEP

This week’s tip brought to you by our very own….

Kris Zawalski

No one LIKES having computer ‘ISSUES’.
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We are all so accustomed to our computers simply working,
that we are stopped in our tracks when they don’t!


What do you do when your computer stops working?



How long will it take to fix?



How much is it going to cost?



Who do you call?
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Try this first...

‘Restart’

vs
‘Shut down’

‘RESTARTING’ YOUR COMPUTER
WILL RESOLVE 90% OF YOUR
COMPUTER ISSUES.
 YOU MAY SAY, “BUT, I SHUT MY
COMPUTER DOWN EVERY NIGHT.”
 THIS IS A GREAT PRACTICE, ONE I
DO MYSELF.
 HOWEVER, THERE HAS BEEN A
CHANGE WITH WINDOWS 10
THAT CAUSES AN ISSUE HERE.
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Change is good, until it isn’t…
When you ‘shut down’, Windows it will store a few things from
your session, so that the next time you start up, it will be a little
faster and bring a few programs back up automatically.


(Due to this, Windows is no longer starting up in a fresh state like it
did in years past.)


This means - sometimes with Windows 10 (and in the current
environment of the Cloud & ‘always-online’ technology) your computer
gets stuck, or hung-up, on small things now and again that eventually
snowballs into a noticeable issue.

Here is what I mean:
I, too, ‘Shut down’ my
computer at the end of
every day.
But if I dig down and look
at my computer’s “Up
time” - it reads –
18:01:52:49 (see the box
outlined in red)
This means my machine
has been “up” for almost
3 weeks!!!
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So remember...



Windows 10 caches itself on shutdown.



It doesn’t really ‘shut off’ and ‘start back
up’ again.



Be sure to hit the “Restart” option at least
once a week to give Windows a chance to
come up fresh.



This should clear up most of the issues you
are facing.



A call to your Help Desk can troubleshoot
the other 10% of issues that persist after a
restart!
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Stay tuned in for
next week’s
Tech Tip Tuesday
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